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HEIDI A. DE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF avoids serious storm damage
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

•

UCF suffered minor cosmetic damage
but nothing worse from Hurricane
Charley, which veered from its predicted
course and scored a direct hit on Orlando
as it sliced across the state Friday, violently uprooting trees, flooding streets and
leaving many in Central Florida without
electricity.
Neighborhoods near campus were
among those where fierce winds
. whipped off roof tiles, tore siding from
:.-yvalls and trees crushed parked cars. The
~retail and commercial corridors of Uni~versity Boulevard and Alafaya Trail still
were largely without electricity and
~phone on Sunday afternoon, as were the

..

residents of Lake Claire and Greek Row.
Orange County officials were predict
it could take up to one week for all residents in the area to have their power
restored.
Although the hurricane struck southwest Florida on Friday morning - a Fri..:
day the 13th - as a category-four storm,
Charley had been downgraded to category two by the time its eye rolled over
Orlando about 9 p.m. with winds gusting
up to 105 miles per hour. Hardest hit :with
winds up to 145 miles per hour was the
harborside community of Punta Gorda,
north ofFort Meyers in Charlo~e County,
where several people died and many
were missing. ·
On campus, the only .significant damage reported was in the Recreation and

~E-Passing you
(

~Central Florida's pre-paid
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.....~!oil system helpful, faster
...,.
JESSICA E. HAMILTON

Wellness Center, where winds tore a hole
in the roof that allowed water to seep in,
Jose Vazquez, of the Environmental
Health and Safety division of the UCF
Physical Plant, said.
· Damage elsewhere at UCF will be easily remedied. A flattened fence that separated the Lake Claire community and
Greek Row was.ripped out of the ground.
While fallen trees had mostly been
cleared from roadways in the area by Saturday afternoon, an exception was University Boulevard, which remained
blocked by a tree sprawled in the middle
of the street. Two trees had fallen on Millican Hall and were leaning against its
frame Saturday, but didn't appear to cause
PLEASE SEE

by.on highways
The E-Pass lane
on State Road
408 allows car5
to pass right
through the tolls
with little or no
wait if user5 have
charged their
transponder5.
Other highway
user5 have to
carry change or.
cash and wait in
lines which
occasionally
backup.
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Staff Writer

Picture this: You're waiting at the
toll plaza in the change and receipts
'. lane. You need to get on campus by
}noon. It looks as if the diiver of the red
. Toyota at the booth ahead of you just
can't seem to find that dollar.
Meanwhile, not just one, maybe
two, even three cars go by, traveling at
a moderate speed in the lane marked
"E-PASS Only." Then it hits you maybe you should get one of those
handy little white boxes that sit in the ·
· windshield of the car.
But are they really worth it?
"It's so convenient," senior Maloni
Jones said. "It's faster and I can use it
everywhere. I love it."
The Expressway Authority's Electronic Toll and Traffic Management
(ETTM) system, which uses the infamous E-PASS, was first put into oper-
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VICKY-MARIE CRUZI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ation in May 1994. In the few years
that followed, the system showed
tremendous growth along Central
Florida's major roads and highways,
including University Boulevard and
State Road 408, which actually begins
at Challenger Parkway, right behind
UCF.

Since then, the number of annual
toll transactions has doubled from
about 77 million per year to more than
202.5 million pe r year. As of March
2004, there were over 425,609 customers of the E-PASS, a good deal of
PLEASE SEE
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Left, bicydes in a bike rack in front of Millican Hall are crushed and twisted from the winds. Fallen
trees littered campus, as can be seen from the boardwalk behind the Student Union, above. UCF
managed to avoid major damage, unlike at least one resident of neighboring apartment complex
Arden Villas, top, where a Jeep Cherokee was crushed when a metal carport collapsed on top of it.

As the athletes arrive,

.food goes on the table
.Student abroad settles
in for Athens Olympics ·
Arin Sugarman is one ofseven
UCF graduates given the opportunity to put their recently earned
degrees to the test in Athens,
Greece, where they will be part of
the hospitality team serving
Olympic athletes. This is the second part of her running diary
from the Games.
I am learning what it is like to
live in another country and work
with people of a different culture.
I feel like I am becoming more
cultured myself and have been
doing a lot of soul-searching
while I'm here.
I've discovered that I've taken
things readily available in the
States for granted, such as hot
showers, large washing machines,
malls and fast-food places. I final-

ly was able to stop in McDonald's
for a double cheeseburger (it
tastes just like it does at home),
but I would give anything to go
around the comer and find a Target.
In the next few weeks I will be
lucky enough to attend some of ·
the Olympic events. I also hope to
spend time at some of the beautiful islands that surround the
mainland of Greece.
I've been in Athens for three
weeks now, and I already feel like
a local. I've come to know my way
around the small beach resort
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Power outages may last up to week

Chappelle available

Bush to cut forces in Europe, ,
Asia; Iraq troops unaffected ,

Dave Chappelle, star of
Comedy Central's Chappelle's
Show, will perform at 8 p.m.
Oct. 2 at the UCF Arena
Tickets are $35-$50 and can
be purchased through. the
Ticketmaster Web site at
http://www.ticketmaster.com.
Chappelle was highly
sought by the UCF Campus
Activities Board during the
spring semester, but it was
unable to book the comedian,
despite having secured the
$87,500 asking price through
the SGA Senate.
Chappelle's Show, a combination of stand-up and sketch
comedy, is the highest-rated
show on Comedy Central. The
show airs at 10 p.m. Tuesdays. .

SIOUX CITY, Iowa - ·
President Bush has decided to bring home tens of:
thousands of U.S. troops•
from posts around the
world - most of them in
Europe and Asia - plus
100,000 of their family .
members and support
personnel, U.S. officials
said Saturday.
The changes will have,
no effect on forces in Iraq:
or Afghanistan.
The decision is sure to
be a politically popular
one at a time when Bush
has refused to offer a·
timetable for bringing
home the roughly 140,000'
U.S. troops from Iraq.

Meeting of the mouths
"Meeting of the Mouths 2,''
scheduled for Friday at the
UCF Arena, has been postponed for a time and date to be
announced later. The event
sponsored by radio station
WDBO features Sean Harinity,
the radio and television star of
The Sean Hannity Show and
FOX news channel's Hannity
and Colmes, as well as several
other television and radio talk
sQ.ow hosts.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Hurricane Charley leaves
Florida in devastation
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New students

PUNTA GORDA, Fla.
- Rescuers rummaged.
through a chaotic landscape of pulverized homes
and twisted metal Saturday, racing to tally Hurricane Charley's "significant loss of life" and help·
thousands left homeless:
by its vicious winds and
rain. Thirteen people,
were confirmed dead.
Emergency officials
pronounced it the worst to'
wallop the state since
Hurricane Andrew tore
through in 1992.
The Category 4 storm
was expected to cost
Florida "at least several
billion dollars,'' said Loret-,
ta Worters, spokeswoman
for the Insurance Informatio,n Institute.
The hardest-hit areas
appeared to be Punta
Gorda and Port Charlotte
in Charlotte County.

•
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any permanent damage. Yet
across campus, bicycles that
had been left in racks overnight
were twisted and crushed from
the combined force of wind
•
and flying tree limbs during the
storm.
''You could see metal pieces
fly by here,'' said Vazquez, who
ran the UCF shelter in Sumter
Hall that housed essential
employees and their families
during the storm. The group of
about 70 people could see outside through the large glass
Delayed UCF check-in
windows, and watched a variThough campus-affiliated
•
ety of broken signs and siding
housing complexes Pegasus
Thousands say goodbye
whipping around outside.
Pointe and Pegasus Landing
to singer Rick James
Like schools throughout
will be checking in new resiBUFFALO, N.Y.
Orange and Seminole counties,
dents starting today, check-in
Grammy Award-winning' •
UCF shut down at 7 am. Friday
at on-campus residence halls
funk singer Rick James
in anticipation of the storm's
will not be available today.
was laid to rest Saturday in
likely arrival, and remained
PHOTOS BY HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Residents of the Lake Claire
his hometown, where
Top, UCF Physical Plant workers clear fallen trees, gutters and other debris from the roadside.
closed for the weekend Orange
apartments will not be able to
6,000
people waited for
Above, the Greek row was one of the hardest-hit areas on campus, with cosmetic damage to
County Public Schools and the
move . in until Thursday
hours
to pay their final
the houses and surrounding hammock. left, the split tree trunk shows the stonn's power.
Orange County Courthouse,
because of the continued lack
respects.
among others, planned to
of electricity.
The line of mourners •
remain closed today and asked
All other on-campus houshurricanes: "I'm from a little Gemini Boulevard, drivers
stretched more than two ·
people to stay home while
ing will be able to check in
island called Puerto Rico. A seemed more responsible than
city blocks for the funeral
cleanup and emergency repairs
tomorrow, but UCF asks that
hurricane [category] three just usual by using blinkers, stayservice. Seventy gospel
in the area continue.
students who can wait until
doesn't seem like that much ing under the speed limit and
singers and a band perVazquez credited the lack of
Wednesday to check-in do so.
when you've experienced cat- properly treating each unlit
formed a lively tribute.
serious damage at UCF to basic
egory fives."
traffic light like a four-way
The si1;1ger died in his
precautions taken by the PhysiRe-opening of campus
Greek Row may have sus- stop, unlike drive;rs on many
sleep last week at his
cal Plant- turning tables
tained the most cosmetic dam- major roadways.
UCF will officially re-open
home near Universal City,
upside-down so they wouldn't
today. The Marketplace dining
age. ''.A lot of tiles seem to be
Hoping to keep traffic and
Calif. James, whose real
fly up and emptying trash cans
gone,'' sorority member Stacy pedestrian activity to a minihall opens today and will be
name was James Johnson
to prevent trash bags from litserving from 6:30 am. to 9 p.m.
McCord said, referring to the mum in affected neighborJr., was56.
tering the campus. "Some of
The Student Union and the
fraternity and sorority struc- hoods, Orange County offiJames' 1981 hit "Super
these guys have been out here
tures in general. The 20-year- cials asked for a voluntary
campus bookstore will also
Freak" earned him a
since 8. am. [Friday],'' ·he said
open today.
old from Tennessee said it was curfew toward nightfall yesterGrammy for best R&B
Saturday afternoon.
dorm residents who are arriv- her first hurricane and day for the second night in a
song nearly a decade later,
In addition, emergency ing this week ahead of the start described the experience as row.
Start of dasses
after rapper MC Hammer,
backup generators that kept the of classes on Aug. 23. Cruz and "pretty surreal."
Electricity was still out in
UCF classes begin on Aug.
who shared the Grammy,
science labs cool, electricity his team of Physical Plant
23. The add/drop period will
The Pi Kappa Alpha house's area businesses and student
used it in his "U Can't
running, traffic lights workiilg employees were up by dawn fire engine was covered in tree apartments yesterday aftercontinue until Aug. 27.
Touch This."
and even powered a television Saturday and had made a branches on Saturday, and noon, though parts of Pegasus
· • ,, , with a VCR to play videos for noticeable difference to cam- Greek members stood outside Landing and Pegasus Pointe
Revalue UCF Cards
Talks to end violence
·the 23 children who spent the pus by the mid-afternoon.
in groups, surveying the dam- had been restored.
Students can now add value
in Najaf break down
••
night in the campus shelter.
Cruz ·said that the emer- age. Some gutters were down,
Phone lines all over the
to any UCF ID card over the
NAJAF, Iraq - Negoti''We. did really good," Vazquez gency generators- turned on and by yesterday afternoon, county were still mostly unusInternet at https://ww\iv:Ucfations to end the fighting
· said
automatically to minimize any on-campus sorority and frater- able, and cell phone service
carducf.edu/webrevalue/.
in Najaf broke down Sat- .
One of the essential employ- loss of power at the main cam- nity houses were still without was unreliable. Current estiBecause the fund transfer is
urday, threatening to spark
ees working on Saturday was pus. "This is nothing com- electricity.
mates for complete cleanup
done with a nutnber on the
a resurgence of the fierce
Jose Cruz, who was cleaning up pared to what happened in my
Students drove around and restoration of power are in
card, parents who have the
clashes between Shiite
fallen trees and clearing out the neighborhood ... Tl}er~ are UCF carefully throughout the the five-day range. Orange
ISO number (the 16-digit nummilitants and a combined
roads and sidewalks. ''We're try- trees down all over," he said.
weekend, since only about half County has an estimated $3.2
ber) of their student's card can
U.S.-Iraqi force that have
ing to get ready for .the moveCruz also said he was used the traffic lights were working. billion worth of damage from
add money to the card Value
plagued this holy city for
ins,'' Cruz said, referring to the to the cleanup required after Though UCF Police patrolled Hurricane Charley.
can be added from credit or
more than a week.
debit cards and can be loaded
The collapse of talks
to any specific purse from the
will likely cast a pall over
three on the card.
Iraq's National ConferPurse one is used primarily
ence, which starts Sunday,
for vending, laundry and copy
gathering 1~300 delegates
machines. Purse two is used
from all over Iraq in what
for the bookstore and tuition.
is considered a vital step
1
Purse three is for food and
toward
establishing
speed
of
35
mph
when
travelattractions,"
he
said.
nary
action
will
take
place.
FROM A1
retail purchases.
democracy.
ing through the lanes. The light
Although E-PASS has
Senior Nisha Bacchus stated
Students will receive an eThe chief government
in the toll turns green and the proved·to be a help while com- she would never drive through
those being UCF students.
mail about the added value.
transponder activates, deduct- muting, some students manage a toll without paying. "I'm too
negotiator said he decided
To get an E-PASS account, ing the amount of the toll from to drive through the E-PASS much of a nerd," she said.
They will need to download
to quit the talks in Najaf
the initial fee is $51.63; $25.00 is the account. It must be lanes without paying.
the funds to their UCF Card at ,
after three fruitless days,
Although there are currentdeposited into the account as installed in the windshield to
one of the WebRevalue kiosks
but representatives of mil"I do it all the time,'' senior ly nO' discount programs availprepaid tolls, and the rest cov- work properly.
located around campus.
itant cleric Muqtada alKahlil Hicks said. "I just did it able for UCF students, an Eers the cost of the transponder,
Sadr said a deal had been · •
The E-PASS serves as a life- the other day while driving PASS dii;count is offered to
that nifty little box, plus tax. saver for students who com- back here from Miami."
Future schedule
all but reached before
frequent customers.
You can sign up for it online or mute daily to UCF. While manThe Future will resume its
When a ·driver passes
interim Prime Minister
If you pay an Expressway
by visiting one of the three E- ual change lanes can process through any of the toll plaza Authority toll 40 or more times
twice-a-week printing sched~
Ayad Allawi personally
PASS service offices in Orlan- about 680 vehicles an hour, lai:tes, a digital image of the in one month, you receive a 5
ule, on Monday and Thursday,
intervened to quash it.
do.
riextweek.
one E-PASS lane can more than license plate is recorded.
percent discount on all tolls.
Payments can be made by double that with an hourly rate
This image can be used by Paying 80 or more times will
Pope looks weak as he joins
credit card, which is charged of about 1,800 vehicles.
the Expressway Authority to earn you a 10 percent discount.
thousands
at shrine
•
automatically each time the
' Junior Paul Shelton, who issue a uniform traffic citation. The discount is computed and
LOURDES, France account runs low, or by check lives in Oviedo, uses the E- If a driver does this too fre- credited to your account at the
His voice weak, his legs
payments sent via mail. '
PASS almost every day. "I use it quently, a violation warning end of each month.
unsteady as he knelt in
· The use of the E-PASS is
'I'
For more information, visit
to get to school, sometimes to letter will be sent to the
prayer, Pope John Paul II
quite simple. Drivers are work, and especially to get to address on record. If the activ- http://expresswayauthority.co
The Future wants to hear
required to slow down to a south Orlando to visit the ity continues, further discipli- m/epass.
from you! If you have a club,
PLEASE SEE NATION ON AS
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
August 16, 2004 •Volume 37, Issue 1 • 16 Pages
Campus column, send a fax to
1
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
Phone: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadwww.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
Celebrating 37 years
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968
The Central Florida Future publishes on Mondays and Thursdays tn fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
11 Friday for the Monday edition.
One free copy of the Central Florida Future permitted per issue. If av~able, additional copies may be pur·'?;ed from our office.with prior •roval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators mly be subject to dvil and criminal prosecutiM1and/or university disdplina;
•
Those who are new to UCF
will be introduced to the traditions and expectations of
being a member of the UCF
community at the New Student Convocation at 4 p.m.
Saturday at the UCF Arena.
Doors open at 3 p.m. Faculty
and staff are invited to attend
RSVP
online
at
http://www.slp.sdes.ucf.edu/c
onvocation/rsvp.html or call
407-882-0152.

•

Prepaid tolls add up to savings on the road

•

Let us know
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ANYTIME OFFER

For UCF
Students & Staff:
$.50 for 21-oz. drink
with any purchase -
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WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add r1noney ~o your UCFCard

WebRevalue

1

Click on the WebRevalue icon
and follow the simple directions.

~o

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
loadthe $$to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!
(Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)
r

Use your UCFCard for food, gear,supplies,
and discounted vending all over campus.
Voice: 407.823.2100
;1

:~

Fax: 407.823.3278
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CARD SERVICES

•

~

~
~

. Coupon not: valld wit:b any ot:her oHer
nor wit:h a Value Meat Combo
~

Introducing WebRevalue
for your UCF~ard

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu.
(From anywhere in the world!)
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A cool cookout
Oodles of orientation organizations,
giveaways, games, general merriment,
cheerleaders and the UCF Golden Knight.

WHERE

I~

.Now hiring
We love to hire UCF students
Will wo,rk around class

~

·-

~

~

·~

Monday, August 23
5 - 8 p.m.

~

I

and get a FREE SPECIALTV COFFEE
with any purchase
Offer good thru September 30,2004

~~
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~
~

~

-
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Publix at University of
Palms Shopping Center
4250 Alafaya Trail
Oviedo

)

.NOW use your Student

CARD

~

Publix at Suncrest Village
10115 University Blvd.
Orlando

,)

~
~

.

S~T

~

FOOD,

'

www. ucfcard. ucf. edu

2004-2005
Wells Fargo Collegiate® Loan

We'll Help You Carry The Load

I

'

FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 2004
I 0:00 arri to 2:00 pm

Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
We can't help you handle all the pressures of college, but we can
help you pay for it. T~~ 2004-2005 Wells Fargo Collegiate Loan
is your affordable, reliable supplement to federal financirg:

•
•
•
•

•

Deferred Repayment
Great Repayment Benefits
Low Rates
No Fees

ays! . RI

With m~ltiple credit tiers for better approval rates, easy income
verification, same-day processing for complete applications,
and electronic signature for borrowers and cosigners, paying
for college has never been easier.

•

•

'

Let Wells Fargo make your load a little lighter.
Apply online or call today!
1-800-658-3567

wellsfargo.com/student

Dress up in black and goJ«ll and enter the 11UCF Spirit contest"
win prizes, tickets to the UCF vs. Penn State away football
game and a $50 Gift Certificate to the UCF Bookstore!
__ __ in LINK LOOT if you attend 11111 .

•

~ugust

17th - 22nd

•

••Where Friends Meet••
...

CENTRAt GREEK ·

~~-'-CJ-·

~

_X

'

You Con Still Register for Sorority Recruitment on
AUGUST 17th, from 7 to 9pm in the Student Union

/

(

http://www.greeklife.sdes.ud.edu/

sCholarship Lea4ership Sisterhood Service
For more information:
Greek Affairs SU Rm # 208

407-823-2072

'\"

•
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. Higher Education

Nation & World

What's in the neWs at
;colleges around the country

'
siJspect he may be a killer

~tudent jumps his death; police .

...

(

'*
-

~

·~

' LITTLE ROCK - A Uni~ersity of Arkansas medical
~dent jumped to his death

Saturday after police believe
lie killed his wife, the medkal school's chief resident in
neurosurgery.
• Police arrived at a 10th
floor dormitory room and
tried to talk to the student.
~ut about 1:30 a.m., he
jµmped out of a window he
bi:oke and died. They would
Il.ot release his name, pendi_p.g notification of kin.
: UAMS police went to a
J?rivate residence as part of
the investigation into the
student's death and found
})is . wife, Robin Mitchell,
q.ead of W01¥1ds to her upper
~ody.
'

Phoenix considers building
bospital and bioscience center

• PHOENIX - City offiaials have started talking to
two hospital groups about
]beating at the Phoenix Bio~cience Campus and sup,.. )?Orting a planned medical
school here.
; City leaders said their
~ocus is on turning the bio~cience campus into a hub of
medical
teaching and
iesearch. Arizona State Uni;) ~ersity and the University of
Arizona announced earlier
this week that they would
. j-0in to create a medical
~
school in the area

'l

'~

()

.,

Three charged in off-campus
Rutgers rapes plead innocent
! NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
T- A 24-year-old man who
~aid he guarded the door
while three other men sexuaily
assaulted three women
I
at an off-campus Rutgers
Vniversity apartment plead~d not guilty to sexual
~.ssault after prosecutors
said the man failed to comply with terms of a plea

...

t

...
•

~

"

Corrections experts worried
about abduction suspect
• ST. PAUL - Corrections
experts privately worried ·
that the sex offender
<:harged with killing Dru
Sjodin would commit new
and more violent crimes
cifter he got out of prison last
year, the St. Paul Pioneer
Press reported.
Despite the misgivings
contained in the review of
his case that the experts
wrote three months before
his release, the panel didn't
question the decision that
· Alfonso Rodriguez Jr. wasn't
dangerous enough to warrant commitment to a state
institution for treatment.
Rodriguez
allegedly
abducted Sjodin, 22, a University of North Dakota student, from the .parking lot of
a Grand Forks, N.D., mall in
May 2003. Sjodin's body was
found in April near Crookston, where Rodriguez lived.

•

•

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRIDAYS"& SATURDAYS

UVeMuSIC
THURSDAYS

Karaoke·

"
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joined thousands of other ailing pilgrims Saturday at a cliffside shrine known for its
ritlraculous cures, telling them
he shares in their physical suffering, assuring them the burden is part of God's plan.
The rare reference to his
own illnesses - Parkinson's
disease and crippling knee and
' hip ailments - came at the
start. of a two-day visit to the
shrine to the Virgin Mary,
·where Roman Catholics seek
· healing and inner peace.
Following Lourdes' custom,
he sipped of water from the
spring that flows underground, believed by many to
have curative powers.

Public schools campaign
to keep kids in class
SAN FRANCISCO
Absent students slip behind in
academics and get into legal
trouble. Schools with · high
numbers of truants can lose a
community's trust and millions of dollars in student aid.
Federal education law
requires states to start report-

ing truancy figures for every
school, not just for districts or
regions. And attendance is factored into whether many
schools make enough progress
to avoid landing on the "needs
improvement" list.

Drama expected between
Jackson and district attorney
SANTA MARIA, Calif. Today, Michael Jackson's attorney will question District
Attorney Tom Sneddon. The
defense is seeking to show that
Sneddon invaded the sanctity
of the attorney-client privilege
between Jackson and his former attorney. The hearing is important
legally because prosecutors
stand to lose their. key evidence if it is found that they
obtained it illegally.
Jackson, 45, is charged with
committ4J,g a lewd act upon a
child, administering an intoxicating agent and conspiring to
commit child abduction, false
imprisonment and extortion.
He has pleaded not guilty and
is free on $3 million bail.

WEDNESDAYS

Open Nie llltlhl

.wllh Ramez
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• State-of-the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted

Week in Science

• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free D entistry • Convenient Payment Plans

virus are unaffected, but others show flu-like symptoms.
' Less than 1 percent get seriousThe missing link possibly
ly ill with conditions such as
found in Israeli monkey?
meningitis and encephalitis.
A monkey at an Israeli zoo
has started walking on its hind New Martian rock found
legs only, after almost dying in Antarctica; first in area
from a stomach ailment. Two
A meteorite from Mars has
weeks ago, 5~year-old Natasha, been discovered n Antarctica,
almost died from severe stom- the haven of many well-preach flu, but her condition sta- served meteorites. This rock is
bilized after intensive treat- one of only 30 known martian
ment.
space rocks on Earth, and the
Following getting released sixth one found in South Pole.
from the clinic, she started The rest of the known martian
walking upright.
rocks have been found outside
Monkeys usually alternate Antarctica
between upright movement
More investigation is on the
and walking on all four legs, way to find out whether this
however, Natasha has been rock holds any evidence offosstanding up straight like silized life. Smithsonian scienhumans since recovering from tists said they can establish the
her illness. Veterinarians origin of the martian metebelieve that brain damage orites by their mineralogy, texfrom her illness can be the ture and oxidized nature.
cause of this human-like
behavior. And some jokingly New finding: Movies can
label her as the "missing link." play with your hormones
Hormones respond to a
First death from West Nile
movie as well as the mind,
Virus reported in California
according to researchers at
A 57-year-old California University of Michigan.
man died from the mosquitoTheir research shows that a
born West Nile virus last romantic movie or an action
week. He is California's first movie can send the hormone
human fatality from the illness levels to measurably different
since it arrived in the state last directions.
year.
During
the
study,
The disease has sickened researchers found that watchnearly 200 people across the ing a romantic movie can
nation so far this year, accord- boost progesterone levels
ing to the federal Centers for more than 10 percent, bringing
Disease Control and Preven- couples close together.
tion.
A movie like The Godfather,
The CDC has reported four however, can increase the
other deaths from the disease testosterone levels up to 30
so far this year. Most people percent, especially in highcontracting the West Nile testosterone men.
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When you need help ...
We are here for you.

UCF

Our services include:

• Crisis Intervention
• Emotional Support & Practical A5sistance
• Information and Referral
• Education and training
• Volunteer Opportunities

• Same Day Em.ergeacy Care!
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EAST
ORLANDO
DENTAL
personalized & comfortable

GE.ORCE A. YARKO,

DDS

11780 .EAST COLONIAL DRIVE •

ORLANDO

WE CORDIALLY INVITE Yol) TO CALL

(407) 282-2101
1013 LOCKWOOD BOULEVA RD • OVIEDO
W E C ORDIALLY I NVITE You TO C ALL

(407) 977-6464 '

$375

$375

Classes Start
August 25th!
AClclitl•nal Classes & New Locations for TEST PREP

$199.

-' $595

~ ~

Do I have to file a police report?

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Police reports are encouraged, but not mandatory to receive our services.
AUCF victim advocate is available 24-hours day, 7 days a week.

C O NTINl.JING EDUC AT ION
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• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bo11ding and Po rcelain Veneers

• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Scaff • Air Abrasion, D rill-Less D entiscry

Victim
Services

401-2n-1&&5
12727 Easr Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

NASEEM SOWTI

~greement.

j However, an attorney for
Ialonn Lassiter said the New
Brunswick man had satisfied the agreement.
· - Lassiter is now charged
With sexual assault, robbery,
'~ burglary and kidnapping. He
pad pleaded guilty to robbery July 7 as part of a deal
with prosecutors.
" : The attacks occurred
early March 8 when a group
of men wearing ski masks
) entered the ground-floor
apartment, a block from
campus, police said.
1

CHRISTOPHER ENA I ASSOOATEO PRESS

Pope John Paul II prays at the Virgin Mary cave shrine in Lourdes, France, yesterday.

All services are free of charge and confidential.

ww:w.ce. ucf.edu/testprep

You can call Victim Services at 407-823-2425 during normal
business hours 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday.

Register online and see course
tilnes, dates and locations.

After hours, weekends, ~d holidays please call the
Communications Center at 407-823-5555.

..

Use Priority Code 0804F

(407)882 0260

Ask
a doc
NHUNG TRAN, MD
UCF Health Services

What is the proper way to
take care of contact lenses?
Vision is precious and
there many ways to preserve
vision in case of eye injuries,
especially in sports, infections, during allergy season
or during use of contact
lenses. ·
For students who work in
a lab with chemicals, always
. remember to wear protective goggles. However, accidents happen. Here are some
first aid tips:
If you wear contact lenses, remove them immediately. By keeping them on, the
chemical can absorb through
the lens and further irritate
the eyes, causing more damage and pain.
Besides, with the lenses in
place you cannot flush the
eyes, which you should do
with cool water for about 15
minutes. Afterward proceed
to seek care.from your doctor.
If you feel there is a foreign body in your eye, do not
rub it. Rubbing can create
further irritation.
Before flushing your eye,
wash your hands thoroughly
with soap and water to prevent further contamination
or infection.
If you think you can
remove the foreign body, do
so carefully with a washcloth
to wipe the object away. If
not, seek care right away.
If you play sports, remember to protect your eyes as
carefully as you protect your
heard or mouth.
Broken bones and bruises
or chipped teeth can be fixed
or heal with time but a serious eye injury can put you
out from your favorite sport
or career for the rest of your
life.
'
For people who suffer an
allergy, the eyes can reflect
your condition with many
symptoms such as itching,
burning and stinging.
You can avoid these
symptoms with the following steps: avoid the outdoors
when the pollen count is
high; don't mow the grass;
avoid wooded areas; close
your door and window; and
use the air conditioning.
However, you may need
to use a HEPA filter to

remove recirculating allergens from your room or
house.
If these measures do not
relieve your symptom, you
can consult your doctor for
medication that contains
antihistamine and decongestant to reduce the eye allergies.
Lastly, if you use contact
lenses there are basic steps to
observe for the safety and
health of your eyes.
Always wash your hands
with warm water and soap
before handling your lenses.
Then dry your hands,
since any tesidue from lotion,
soap or chemical can irritate
your eyes. Keep your case
clean and use new solution
after each use.
Do not use plain water and
do not put your lenses in your
mouth to rinse them.
If you develop an eye
· infection, remove your lenses
until you talk to your doctor.
Wearing contaminated lens
will invite further infection.
Do not sleep with lenses
unless allowed to do so. ·
Put in your contact lenses
before applying makeup.
When removing makeup,
always wash your hands and
dry them, then remove your
lenses before removing the
makeup.
E·mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Adjusting to different attitudes, ethics
FROM

the Olympic Village a bit chal- we first arrived in the tent, ,the
lenging.
first thing we noticed was the
ARAMARK is working with layer of dust that covered every
DASKO, a Greek hospitality table, chair and stainless-steel
company, to provide the food appliance.
service for the 20,000 people
That meant we had to be
who living and working inside ready to get down on our hands
Olympic Village. Titls nieans and knees and start scrubbing.
that I report to both American The task was very frustrating
and Greek managers and most- and the team leaders often
joked that we were hired to be
ly supervise Greek employees.
Along with the other team used as manual labor and not
leaders, I was shocked to find for oiir leadership skills.
After a few weeks of work,
out that most Greek employees
take work a whole lot less seri- things started to fall into plac~.
ously then we do. They want to The Greeks and Americans
take as many breaks as possible started to work together instead
and have little desire to get of against each other.
much accomplished. This was a
The main dining rooin starthard concept to grasp and very ed to look like a very large
hard to get used to.
school cafeteria and was ready
That and the language barri- to open. For me, the first exciter were two huge challenges we ing thing that happened was the
had to overcome in the first · raising of the 202 flags that represent the countries participatdays of work at the Village.
Anothh huge problem was ing in the Games.
that we arrived in the Olympic
On July 31, the first athletes
Village and nothing was ready arrived at the Village. It was a
to open. This meant that our very exciting day. We served
first responsibility, once we our first meals and were ready
started work, was to clean and to rock.
set up the main dining room
The first famous face I saw
and the four cafes that ARA- was Mia Hamm, who came up
MARK/DASKO use to provide to one of the buffet lines for
food service.
lunch. In fact, she .asked my
The main dining room in the friend Miranda what Tzatziki
Olympic Village consists of a sauce was and how to prohuge tent that can serve up to nounce' it.
6,000 people at one time. When
(For those of us who fre;-

Al

town ofVarkiza, where I am living with 50 other team leaders
recruited from hospitality
schools to work for ARAMARK
at the Olympic Games.
I walk everywhere I want to
go or use the great public transportation system they have here
in Athens. We go to these great
outdoor cafes and spend hours
talking, laughing and enjoying
the city we'll be living in for the
next two months.
I've begun to get used to the
cold showers and the crazy traffic. It's amazing how quickly
one can acclimate to a different
way of life, and believe me, the
Greeks are different.
Not oilly have I noticed that
Greeks take life slower, I've also
come to realize that their culture and work ethic are very different from ours.
The American way is to
work hard, play later and be as
efficient as possible. For many
Americans, the object of life is
to better oneself and become
more and more successful as
time passes.
The Greek culture believes
that the object of life is to enjoy
the present. They like to play
hard and work later. This made
the first few weeks working at

quent Pita Pit, we know it ~s a
sauce made of yogurt, garlic ang
cucumber and is a very popular
Greek condiment.)
It was interesting to look at
her as just another American in
a foreign country instead of a
world-famqus athlete.
.As the Opening Ceremonies
drew near, more and more services began opening inside the
Village. The pool where athletes can practice and relax
opened.
A barber shop, post office_,
bank, travel agency, music store,
museum, a religious servic€
center and a McDonald's all
opened to give the athletes the
idea that they are living in a
mini city. There is even a bus
system that runs through the
Village to take athletes where
they need to go.
On Friday, Athens welcomed
home the Games of the XXVIII
Olymp~d. It was a long day Of
work, but a rewarding one. ·
· At about 11 p.m. the main dining tent was flooded with the
world's best athletes, and we
were right in the heart of it! n
was an evening I'll never forget
and and an opportunity I '
wouldn't pass up for the world..

win

Arin Sugarman's diary
continue as the Olympic ganu:s
goon.
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or load, fashion and Ii/ms, Oviedo Marketplace is your destination for lunl .
.
We're rig/Jt 11rounl t/Je torner... visit us soon!

After Hours Formolwear
407.977.3791
American Eogle
407.366.4662
Amy's Hollmmi<
407.977.4220
Ann Taylor loft
407.977.5643
A4rton Photography
407477-3686·
Auntie Anne's
407.366.7400
Barbaro Nolan Market R~orch 407.977.2916
Barnes & Noble Booksellers
407.977.5500
Barnie's Coffee &Teo Co.
407.971.9208
Ba1h & Body Works
407. 977.2983
Beath Scene
407·359-7870
Bed Bath & Beyond
,407.977.2848
Ben & Jerry's
407.977.0444
Bill's Elbow South Restaurant &Bar 407-366-5544
Bobby Allison Wireless
407.366.9989
Bor-lnm Orientul
407.359.8288
Bourbon S!reet Candy Co.
407.359.6224
Brookstone
407.359.8294
Burdines-Macy's
407.971.7300
Burdines Solon
407.971.7281
Carlton Cards
407.977.2915
Casual Corner/Petite Sophisticate 407.359.3591
Cho Cha Coconuts
407.977.4448
Ch11t1berlin's Market & Cole
407.359.7028

lli<imps Sporting Goods
Chorloite Russe
Chick Al-A
Otizen's Bank of Oviedo
Ooire's Accessories
Creating legacies Suopbook Store
Dillard's
Dollar Tree

407.977.2422
407.977.1083
407.977.5698
407.977.4570
407.977.2808
407.359.4988
407.977.9996.
407.359.1371
407.977.4890
Bectrooo Boutique
Express
407.971.9504
Foorlocker
407.977.0003
407.977.4971
Foorlocker • KIDS
Foorlocker -IADIES
407.977.2851
FOr Your Entertainment (FYE)
407.977.47,00
' 407.366.0455
Gap/Gap Kids
, General Nulrttion Cetiter (GNC) 407.366.0405
407.977.3030
Godiva Chocolatier
Gordon's Jewelers
407.977.T/09
Gringo's Mexican Expres.s
407-359-5818
Gymboree
407.977.4412
Heavenly Perfumes
407.366.9090
fcing by Ooire's
407.977.4707
Jos. A. Bank
407.977.0244
Journeys
407.977.4566
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Kay's Jewelers
KeOy's Cajun Gn11
Kirkland's
Lo Maison Diamonds
Limited Too
Marks &Morgon Jewelers
Master Cu1s
Master Wok
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Nail El~e
Optical Outlet
Oxford Jewelers
Pacific Sunwear
Payless ShoeSource
Pearle Vision
Piercing Pagoda
Pizzeria Regino
Planet X
Primal Accents
Radio Shack
Rove
Regal Gnemos 22 (movie 6ne)
Regis Salon
Ritz Camero

407.977.5090
407.977.6717
407.359.2649
407.359.6355
407.971.0366
407.977.4450
407.366.0222
407.977.6776
407. 971.0590
407.359.5353
407.977.3100
407.977.1I30
407. 977.0366
407.359.3377
407.977.9791
407.977.7880
407.977.4444
407.359.7355
407.977-3070
407.977.4424 .
407.359.2338
407.977.1107
407.365.4lll
407.977.7543

SorkuJopon
Seors
Seors Auto Center
Select Comfort
Smoothy Bee
Spencer Gifts
Spans Fon Attic
Subway
Sunglass Hut
The Children's Place
The Shoe Dept.
Tmder Box
T-Mobile
Trade Secret
University Surf & Skate

Victoria's Seaet
V'dnmin World
Wet Seo)
Zoles

407.366,2961
407.971.2600
407.971.2695
407.365.8530
407.359.6300
407.359.0056
407.977.1910
407.971.8042
407.977.3218
407.365.8776
407.359.3413
407.977.8007
407.977.2785
407.365.3695
407.977.4480
407.365.1.707
407.366.2912
407.977.6705
407.977.2878

www.ovieclomatketpla e.com

Employment Cuide
)

CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, August 25th • 10:00am-3:30pm
Expo Center Downtown Orlando
500 West Livingston Street, 0Flando, FL 32804
Meet with HR representatives from over 80 companies searching for the right candidate.

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES
• A.B. Design Group • ACE -Americas Cash Express
• AFLAC • Air Force Reserves • Allied Tires &-Services
• Americorp • AMF Bowling Centers
• Artistic School Of Nails &: Cosmetology
• Bank One • Bantek West • BeautiControl
• Big Apple Consulting USA, Inc. • Brink's Home Technologie.
• Bob Evans • Burger King • Cemex • Central Florida College
• Central Florida Educators Federal Credit Union
• Central Florida Real Estate Careers
• Central Intelligence Agency • City College
• Cognisa Security • Dependable Nightingales
• Destin:ation Centh (S.T.A.R.S.)
·• DeVry University • Dial America
• Embassy Vacation Resort
• Event Imaging Solutions, Inc.
-• Federal Correctional Complex
• Florida Medical Training Institute
• FMU • H& RBlock
• Holistic Institute Of Massage Therapy
• Infinity Broadcasting •
• Kwik Kerb USA, Inc. • LaPetite Academy
• McDonaldS/Oerther Foods
• Metropolitan Orland Urban League
• Morgan Stanley • MWI Corporation • New Horizons
• Orange County Corrections Dept.
• Orange Lake Resort & Country Club
• Orlando Culinary Academy
• Orlando Weekly
• Polytechnic Institute of America
• Primerica • Quest, Inc.
• R& MDistributing/Kirby
• Ritz Carlton..jW Marriott
• RIM Restaurant Group-Arby's
llllil~
• Sail Train International
• SeaWorld & Discovery Cove
• Sears Marketing Center
•SunTrust• Uniformity • United American Insurance Company
• United Dominion Realty Trust
• United States Air Force
• Universal Debit &: CreditJNPC
• US Army Recruiting Battalion
• US Capitol Police pept.
• Valencia Community College
• Wal-Mart Distribution
• Walt Disney World
• Walt Disney World Swan &: Dolphin
• WB18 Television • Wet n' Wild
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President John C. Hittand Vice President Thomas
Huddleston, Jr.
inVite you and your family
. to attend the ·
New Student Convocation
··hosted by the
President's Leadership Council

at

The University of Central
Florida Areria
Saturday, August 21, 2004
4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

~~·•
~6YMW

Please join key university leaders as
they welcome you to the university
community and introduce the values,
traditions, and expectations for new
students as you begin your .academic
career as·Golden Knights.
Space is limited.
Doors open at 3:00p.m.

Dressy casual attire
suggested.

~University
Central

BEDS, BUNKS, & MORE F~~a~!!~~~v~y~!~I~~
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INSIDE THE

King George readies
Hurricane
.Charley does
little to slow
football Work

ASHLEY BURNS

Soc it
to them

Sports Editor

19

Days until the UCF
·football season
begins

18

Days until the UCF
volleyball season
begins

3

Days until the UCF
men's soccer season
begins

1

Days until the UCF
women's soccer
season begins

The Central Florida
Kraze soccer team
took home the
Premier
Developmental
League national
championship last
week. The Kraze
features four active
UCF players and two
former UCF players.
The Kraze was led by
UCF goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh, who
recorded a 1-0
shutout for the
victory.

Football practice ...
we're talking about
practice.

"That was probably
the toughest UCF
practice I have ever
been through, and I
think most of the
guys on the team
would agree. Coach
O'Leary said this is
what it takes to get
ready to play, so we
just have to push
through to get
better."
- JUNIOR
DEFENSIVE END PAUL
CARRINGTON ON
SATURDAY'S
PRACTICE, THE FIRST
OFTHE SUMMER
WITHFULL PADS

..

Sports Editor

ASHLEY BURNS
Days until the UCF
men's basketball
season begins

•

'While· most local businesses
'a nd power supplies have ceased,
UCF football is still hard at work.
Instead of ceding to the winds
and destruction of Hurricane
Charley, Coach George O'Leary
simply moved his practice
indoor and four hours earlier.
The Knights changed their practice start time to 5 a.m. last
Thursday and operated out of
the Wayne Densch Sports Complex on Saturday.
Prior to the hurricane,
PETER COSGROVE./ ASSOCIATED PRESS
O'Leary spoke about his expec- · Coach George O'Leary, right, avoided the hurricane weather this past weekend by switching practice times from 9a.m. to 5 a.m. Friday and Saturday.
, tations for the upcoming season
at UCF football's media day.
from teammates and coaches
jn week two for a matchup with
experience at the highest level in
"I'm obviously very excited
this nation and the success to
alike for hi.s solid work ethic in
West Vrrginia, ranked No. 10 in
about the start of the season,"
show for it.
the gym this summer. Haynes is
the Associated Press Preseason
"The investment we've made
O'Leary said. "We're a work in
Poll. O'Leary and crew hit the
listed as 225 pounds in the team's
progress. We have a lot of young
in this program is huge."
road in week three to face Penn
media guide, up five pounds
players that have to be evaluated.
State in Happy Valley.
Orsini also went on to praise
from last season.
When you're in a young proO'Leary, who is making his
"They're excited, I'm excited
The West Virginia game
gram that hasn't been estab- · for them," O'Leary said of his
return to college football after
marks the first time that O'Leary
lished yet you really have to
young team. ''I think as a team
will lead the Knights in front of two years in the NFL, for his
concern with his student-athmake some eval~ations a little
there's no question that we've
his new home crowd.
bit quicker than you want to."
lete's grades and school work
made great improvements in the
O'Leary's expectations are
ethic_
O'Leary also stated that he
weight room and it's very evihigh for the Knights' first home
expects the seniors to step up
The Knights began two-a-day
dent on the field. We have a long
game.
and play big roles, not only on
practices this week and continue
way to go and a lot of work to be
"I'm assuming the West Virthe field, but in the locker room . done as far as being successful.
ginia game is going to be sold
to work past the aftermath of
as well.
out," O'Leary said. "Which it
Hurricane Charley. The Knights
"You can change the label on
One of the seniors- that
should be. I'm hoping we get as
will hope to improve upon last
the box but you still have to
O'Leary expects leadership from
season's 3-9 finish and regain
worry about what the ingredimany fans to the Wisconsin and
is tailback Alex Haynes. O'Leary
Penn State games as we possibly
some of the Division I-A
ents are."
said that Haynes fit the mold of
Among O'Leary's immediate
can. I think they [the fans]
momentum'from previous years.
all of the running backs he had
O'Leary has no doubt that his
concerns is the toughness of the
should get to those other games
coached in the past and thinks.
players have the ability to win
schedule, mainly the first three
to see what other teams are
that he has all the makings for a
doing and wh~ their fans .are
some ball games.
games.
strong senior year.
"You always play the cards
"I like playing a tough scheddoing. That is what we want to
"He's as good as what I've had
you're dealt," O'Leary· said. "I
ule," O'Leary said. "I just don't
be in three years."
in the past," O'Leary said of
think right now I see our kids
like playing them all on the road.
Also on hand ·for media day
Haynes. "He can do it all. I think
I do think you get better by playwas Athletic Director Steve
getting better. The coaches are
he'd probably tell you that he's in
doing an outstanding job in coning that schedule. I think it's
Orsini, who once again measthe best shape of his life."
great competition and that's why
veying the message as far as
ured the impact that O'Leary
Said Haynes: "I feel like my
I wasn't concerned so much
and his new coaching staff will
things you can do to win. The
situation, being a running back
with wins and losses but just
have on the UCF football proone thing I ask of them everyday,
and one of the seniors on the
going out and playing for 60
I can understand having a bad
gram.
'
offense - it's just me and
play, but you can't have a bad day
minutes."
"I'm really excited for our stu[Tavaris] Capers and Luther
dent-athletes,'' Orsini said.
in practice.
UCF leads off the season on
[Huggins] - so we have to, step
"Our goal this year is to play
the road against Wisconsin, a
"They'll have an opportunity to
up and be leaders. "
·
work under the "National Coach
hard for 60 minutes. Not talk
game which will be televised on
Haynes has earned praise
about it, but do it."
ESPN. The Knights return home
of the Year" and a staff that has

Women need to make
international statement
It must be a real tough life as a UCF
women's soccer player.
All the· grueling practices. Wmning
those Atlantic Sun championships. Oh,
and let's not forget those cushy exhibition trips to Europe.
That's right Over the next week, the
reigning A-Sun champions will be touring the European countryside, enjoying
baguettes, berets and bad teeth. And
they deserve every second ofit
Critics often chastise the thought of
rewarding college student-athletes for
good play. It's slowly becoming the most
pointless argument in college athletics.
. Should student-athletes receive some
sort of living allowance on top of their
scholarships? Should student-athletes
receive some extra cash to afford a car?
Should FSU football players be able to
whltz into any department store they'd
like and help themselves to shoes?
Who cares?
I like what UCF has done here. Can
any ofthe women's soccer players complain about receiving a free trip to
Europe? It's pretty freaking cool It's •
almost as cool as the Future 'finally
agreeing to send me to Amsterdam for
"inspirational" purposes. I can dream.
There's no better time for these "
ladies to represent UCF and America
than now. After all, they're only competing with the biggest athletic sham of
the past 20 years - the Olympics.
On one hand, we have a group oftalented, dedicated student-athletes, free
of any controversy and injected only ,,.~
with the love of their game. On the
other, steroid-ridden hand, we have the
world's largest collection of cheats,
scoundrels, scally-wags and flat-out ~1
dirtballs.
In only the first few days, the world
has already seen the Olympics' host •
country humiliated. Greece tried so ·
hard to educate the millions ofOlympic
viewers on the country's history and
Olympic majesty. .
There wasn't a dry Athenian eye as
Greek runner Costas Kenteris carried
the torch at the beginning of the
Olympic games in front of his endearing home crowd And faster than Kenteris would have run in his 200m event,
he skipped out on his scheduled drug
test
The very games that once gave us
the Americans upsetting the Russians
in ice hockey and Jesse Owens winning •
in the face of Hitler's tyranny are now
providing us with enough late-night
talk-show jokes to last until the next
summer games.
The Olympics have become as synonymous with drugs as bad drivers with
Z883 bumper stickers. Saying that half ..,
of the Olympic field isn't doping is like
saying that Rick James really did die
from natural causes.
I feel bad for Olympic athletes like •
swimmer Michael Phelps and softball
player Jennie Finch. They're athletes
getting by on pure talent, but they're
being bllried by the needles and pills of '
their competition.
That's why the real games won't be
in Athens, but traveling from England to
France to the Netherlands. If life were
fair, NBC would be showing Becca
Eshelman and Jen Montgomery run
rampant over some British team, while <
Julie Snaman makes some snooty
French squad surrender.
Instead, the world is treated to Marion Jones holding more and more pres5 •
conferences, trying to keep a straight
face while she swears she didn't use performance-enhancing drugs.
But life isn't fair.
The sad fact is that not enotigh people at UCF, let alone the USA, care
about sports like women's soccer. Peo- •,
pie don't have the attention span or the
appreciation of real athletes with real
talent It's a shame.
Hopefully, Americans will show that c
same lack of appreciation to the
Olympics this year. Until these athletes
clean up their acts, they shouldn't get ,
another second of airtime. ·
It's time to change the channel.on
the people that changed our games.

..

Walker to take on.new role
Sop)lomore wide
receiver will switch to
defensive back
role
'
BRANDON HELWIG
UCFSports.com

Mike Walker tried out something new during Thursday's
practice - defense. The sophomore worked out with UCF's
defensive backs and got a little
bit of action playing cornerback.
Walker signed with UCF last
year as a wide receiver, turning
down offers from the likes of
Miami, Ole Miss and Tennessee,
and appeared in all of the
Knights' 12 games as a true
freshman. He caught 21 passes
for 337 yards on the year, including a four-catch, 104-yard per, formance in the second game of
2003 against FAU.
But Thursday's transition to
defense wasn't totally foreign
territory for Walker, who is list~
ed in the media guiqe as 6-feet2-inches and 190 pounds,
because he did play some cornerback in high school. In fact,
many of the colleges recruiting
Walker out of Edgewater were
initially talking to him about
playing safety, not wide receiver, at the collegiate level.
"I was just out there running
with the ones and twos, just
rotating in every three [plays],"
Walker said after practice. "I'm
just trying to get a feel for it
right now ... I played left comer

time. He knows the offense, and
it's pretty much what we've
been doing in working through
the summer and they've had
skellie [skeleton drill that
sharpens defense and communication] by themselves. I think
he's fine and it's something he
wants to do. Again, we'll take a
look at him and see if he can
help us. If he can then we'll
make contingency plans for the
hurricane and for Mike Walker."
Walker said he was first told
of the potential switch during a
discussion with Coach O'Leary
prior to the start of camp.
"Before the week we had
·[off], I t~ed to O'Leary and he
just whispered it to me and told
me not to tell anyone," Walker
said. "He just told me to think
about it and l thought about it.
Whatever to help the team out,
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
I'll do it."
Sophomore defensive back Mike Walker played in all 12 games last season as a wide receiver.
That's exactly the kind of
attitude O'Leary likes in a player.
[in high school]. My footwork
offense somewhat. Then when
Saturday hits if I feel if he's
"That's what you want,"
isn't what it should be, but Pm
O'Leary said. "You want kids
going to be someone who can
catching on. I'll get there."
UCF~s ,depth at receiver is
help us over there, then w e'll
like that who just want to play
and aren't worried about where
have to arrange practice as far
one of the reasons for the move,
as how he can get some offenthey play. Obviously I think he's
according to Coach George
one of the better receivers, but
sive reps and still know what
O'Leary, but he wants Walker to
he's doing on defense and help · he's also a guy who was highly
stay involved with the offense
recruited as a defensive back by
us there."
too.
colleges and it's obvious when
"I think he's a great athlete,
"I just wanted to see him
and right now I want to make
you watch his skills he can help
there [at cornerback] and see if
us, and if he can help us then
sure we have some corners who
he can help us because he's a
we'll make some type of plan. I
can cover and do some things
good athlete," O'Leary said. "We
really haven't sat down with
that we need to get done,"
have some talent at receiver and
him yet, but maybe he could be
O'Leary said. "He was the one
it's not an end in itself. It's a
a third down guyfor us, because
kid on the other side of the bctll
move I want to look at and make
he has all the intangibles you
I thought we could take over
a decision on in a couple days if
need to have as far a,s receiver is
and get some work done with
he can help us, but I still want to
concerned also."
him. We still have plenty of
keep him involved in the
I

,,

Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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With the final season of Atlantic Sun and Mid-American Conference play upon us, we
take a look back at the past year in photos. Clockwise fromtop left: Men's basketball
went dancing; Dee Brown led a surging baseball team; Jenny Frank propelled the
volleyball team; Antonio Sierra helped make a name for men's te~s; women's track
took a 6th A-Sun title; and football turned over a new leaf.
- ASHLEvsuRNs
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aims for community
A

challenge is nothing to
The idea here is to reach out
fear. The coach is another
to the community for fans and
story," is the slogan affixed support. The season of passes
isn't listed as a classroom motiin offices all over UCF. Next to
. vator, a dorm room motivator or
the slogan is a clearly yelling
George O'Leary, rang1ng from a
a fraternity house motivator for
life-size 6-foot-tall to a bite-size
a reason. The season tickets are
mug shot, getting his team moti- aimed toward outsiders. Another package for those "recently
vated the best way he knows
how.
graduated" is aimed toward
This fall will be the first seaalumni.
son UCF's football team will
Though this is a great idea,
boast two-time "Coach of the
both for ticket sales and seat
Year" O'Leary, and UCF is mak- fillers at the stadium, what does
ing sure everybody knows about the campaign say about UCF
it. Inspirational commercials
students?
The administration and the
have been airing over the radio
and television and O'Leary's
athletic department realize that
loud-mouthed mug is showing
the student body is as apathetic
about the school's athletics proup all over the UCF area.
The commercials and signs
gram as it is about state elections. Last football season, more
direct the audience to
students mocked the losing
http://www.ucfgetmotivated.co
m, where visitors can print out a team than those who cheered
cut-out of O'Leary's face for an
for them. Even when the
instant "motivational mask."
Knights won a game, students
Another activity suggests printwondered aloud why the victoing a desktop motivator or a
ry couldn't have been more devcomputer-monitor motivator,
astating for the other team.
Alumni and area businessfor those times as work when
men, on the other hand, rememco-workers may not be feeling
up to snuff. There's a page to
ber when UCF didn't even have
a football team. They realize
enter contests, designed to
prove how motivated UCF fans
how large and prominent the
are to win cool O'Leary swag.
university has grown over the
The focus of the site is the
last several years. If nothing
page where O'Leary encourages else, UCF has established a repthe purchase of an "office motiutation of focusing on a provational kit." The kit turns out ·
gram and developing the hell
to be a season's worth of UCF
out ofit.
football tickets.
If UCF concentrates its

resources into the football team,
past efforts would lend credence to the plan to make UCF
a recognizable sports franchise
in a relatively short amount of
time. Unfortunately, for most ·
students, a short amount of time
is two years. If they can earn a
degree in two years, why can't
the Knights win a football
championship in that amount of
time?
Championship titles in highprofile sports tal<e time. Yet,
with UCF's determination backing up the team, Knights football can only become more
prominent and increasingly victorious.
O'Leary is actually a normal
person, if just a bit intense and a
tad unfriendly in person. But the
campaign is making the coach
seem as mean and demanding
as a spelling bee champ's mother. However, this tactic may be .
the very idea that will motivate
students to cheer for their home
team. Fans should appreciate
the idea of having someone to
knock around the players when
they don't perform according to
talent.
O'Leary has asked students
for just one thing, and that's to
bring bodies and voices to the
games. If this campaign goes as
planned, students may actually
concede and become fans of
their own Knights. One can only
hope.

OUR STANCE

Voter's first choice
should get a chanc~
T

he new rumor going around
the liberal circles is that
hard-core Republicans are
actively campaigning to get
Ralph l'i[ader on the ticket in
every state. They're taking signatures for petitions, going doorto-door and, basically, spending
every waking minute not bashing Kerry to push Nader.
Why would die-hard President George W. Bush fans want
Nader on the ticket? Democrats
are saying that the Bush camp
knows Nader will take votes
away from the John Kerry/John
Edwards ticket. While Nader's
· Web site insists that the 2000
election resulted in equal
amounts oflost votes for the
Republican and Democratic candidates, common sense would
seem to point otherwise.
Either way, Kerry supporters
~ wouldn't feel threatened by
another hat in the ring if they
weren't aware of the truth passionate liberals want to vote
for Nader. Very few Democrats
are excited about Kerry. Sure,
most of them plan on voting for
. the guy because they hope he'll
win, but in their heart of hearts,
Democrats are disappointed
with the seemingly void of personality, the risirig scandals and
the chance Kerry has to inspire
constituents.
'
The problem with Nader
entering the ticket is those voters who refuse to compromise
their ideals and vote for the per• son they want to run the country

will vote for Nader if given the
chance. Will they have voted for
Kerry ifNader hadn't been on
the ticket? Probably not, but
Democrats are hopping mad
over the possibility. Their main
objective is to get Bush out of
office, and Kerry seems to be the
most viable person to do the job.
The argument that even if every
person who wanted to vote for
Nader did, he still wouldn't be
able to win the election - many
people voting liberal this election think of Nader as an
extremist, which is just as bad as
extreme conservatism.
Of course, to have just two
people running for the highest
office in the land lends itself to
the two arguing for voters. Two
people cannot represent the
ideals of more than 300 million,
and since the two main candidates are trying to appeal to the.
same undecided voters they end
up sounding more and more
similar. Those looking for a true
change are left without a representative:
The solution to this situation
would be instant runoff voting.
Currently, voters check off one
candidate - or write them in and the majority wins.
The method is the plurality
system of voting and means if
there are two candidates, you
more than 50 percent to win.
With three candidates in the .
mix, you only need more than 33
percent to win. With Bush and
Kerry neck-and-neck at about 45

percent, one of them will
emerge slightly victorious, leaving progressive voters out in the
cold.
With instant run-off voting,
voters would rank their candidates in order of preference.
Their first choice could be their
ideal candidate, while their second choice could be the safe
candidate.
The votes are tallied, and
then, if one candidate has a
majority (in a three-party choice,
the 34 percent or more; in a
four-party choice, over 25 percent), he wins.
·
If not, the candidate with the
fewest first round votes is eliminated and the second choice
votes are counted toward the
other candidates. If no candidate
has a majority at this point, the
weakest candidate is eliminated
again and the third choice votes
are counted toward the candidates still in the race. The
process is repeated until one
candidate emerges with the
majority. .
The idea is that any dark
'horse candidate would have
more of a chance, and voters
wouldn't have to compromise
their ideals to do so. No longer
would voters have to choose
between their true choice and
the safe bet.
Those interested in helping
the instant runoff voting method
should check out the Citizens
for Instant Runoff Voting in
Florida at www.cirv.org.
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READER Vl.EWS
Memories, closure, celebration
I disagree with your editorial. "Eloquent,
but not appropriate," [July 28]. I was astounded at the claim that our Miss America would
be unable to offer advice outside of"textbooks and professors." Erika Dunlap has
accomplished and experienced more than
most of us will in the next five years, having
traveled around the world delivering a solid
platform on celebrating cultural diversity and
inclusiveness.
·
Commencement is a time for advice, but it
is also a time for memories, closure and celebration. The students are truly "cheated" if .
they cannot remembe:r the name or context
of our commencement speaker's speech. My
point isn't based just on popularity, either. On
Aug. I, I believe the to-be graduates of the
College of Arts and Sciences will have had a
more endearing experience than those at
Westminster Academy who had Vice President Dick Cheney deliver attacks at a political opponent. Eloquent, but not appropriate.
The students in the UCF Arena will have
just received four years of solid education. If
we're counting on the commencement
speech to "prepare" our new alumni for the
real world, we're in trouble. On Aug. 1, the
next installment of the Class of2004 had
· open hearts, not a pen and paper.
- STEPHEN AUANIELLO

Constitutional but not apEropriate
In response to the editorial Eloquent but
not appropriate," the author, who respectfully
criticizes the inclusion of Erika Dunlap as
one of the commencement speakers for the
summer ceremony, clearly misses the point
of having Miss America speak to her UCF
peers.
Seemingly, the author's main point of contention extends from the belief that "students
would be justified in feeling cheated by the
loss of any advice concemmg life beyond
textbooks and professors."
I vehemently contend that the author of
this editorial is off track when he proposes
that Dunlap can offer nothing to students
about the world beyond Alafaya 'frail and
University Boulevard.
The knowledge and experience gained by
Dunlap, having spent a year traveling the
world engaged in dialogue with national and
international figures who used their education to better not only their lives, but the lives
of those around them. is more than sufficient
preparation for a coIIllll,encement speech.
Too often college students hear of the
many obstacles that one may endure trying
to survive after college. While Dunlap may
still be a student, she can attest to, even at
this point in her young life, the difficulties
that one may experience while trying to
achieve their dream (in her'case, becoming
Miss America) as well as sharing with her
UCF peers her conversations with those who
are surviving in "the real world."
With Dunlap speaking, her words can
possibly, more effectively connect with the
ears and hearts ofUCF graduates in a manner ~t an older speaker may not be able to
accomplish.
The very fact that Dunlap sacrificed a
year of her life to explore the world, teamed
with the opportunity to spread the message
of cultural diversity and inclusiveness (a
phrase that we are well familiar with here at
UCF), and join the grass-roots fight to build a
better society serves as evidence of her
accepting a responsibility that many students
fail to embrace - to make a positive and selfless contribution to the world. Possibly, her
commencement message served as a source
of inspiration to those few Knights that the
author of the editorial contends can not reasonably hope to become as accomplished as
Dunlap.
Dunlap was one of three speakers. I
believe that a well-rounded view of the
unlimited possibilities facing college graduates did not suffer from having one of its
own, who has experienced a piece of the
journey, speak hope into the spirits of students.·
·
Although it is constitutional for the author

of the editorial to disparage almost any
aspect of life in America today, I find the editorial criticizing the inclusion of Dunlap as a
commencement speaker unintelligible. Having Dunlap speak at commencement was not
only eloquent, but at a time when we are a
world in need of hope, her speaking was definitely appropriate.
- DARIEL uor HENRY

Look at issues, not looks
Is writing an article about the physical
looks ofpresidential candidates the only way
to get studE!nts to think about the election
["Presidential pageant," July 28]? While I am
happy the Future has written an article
regarding the presidential race that doesn't
bash Bush, there have to be more educated
staff writers who can cover this race.
I encourage all registered and non-registered voters to do anything to become educated on the forthcoming election. I am a
registered Independent, but am probably voting for President George W. Bush in the fall
(even though I voted for Democrat Al Gore
four years ago).
The reasons for my choice being:
Kerry set the record for the most liberal
voting pattern of all congressmen and
women.
Kerry originally supported and even voted
in favor of the war, but now speaks against
the actions of Bush regarding Iraq. When
asked about his original vote in the press,
Kerry has responded with "no comment."
Kerry plans on raising taxes significantly
for the upper-lower class and middle classes.
He will not raise taxes for the upper class.
The fact that his family has maintained a
wealth of $700 million might attribute to his
position.
Kerry blames Bush for allowing the automobile industry to pollute the ozone by
building gas-guzzling cars. The Kerry family
owns two SUVs. .
Educate yourself! This election affects us
all.
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- NATHANPOEKERT

More Greek, please

·

Arin Sugerman's first installment of her
Olympic diary has whet my appetite for
more of her overseas adventures ["For this
summer, Greece is the word," July 28]. The
detailed description of this UCF graduate's
life on the Mediterranean while awaiting the
start of the Olympics is fresh and timely. I am
looking forward to another helping of Greek
life.
- JANET GARDNER

No more Polish bashing

.

When do half-truths become a lie? It is a
question that has immediately surfaced in my
mind after reading Noah Saposnik's letter
published on July 28.
Much like the author of the original article, Saposnik's letter states many utterly false
implications about Poland's role during
World War II, followed by even more ridiculous claims about the current pope's apparent "silence" during the Holocaust.
It is a shame that without having much
knowledge or performing any research about
the subject, Saposnik made a claim about the
pope remaining "silent during the Holocaust
while thousands in his backyard were rounded up and sent to the death camps."
If only Saposnik made any effort to study
John Paul II's biography, he would have
learned that John Paul II has been a pope
only since 1978. He also would have learned
that Karol Wojtyla (as John Paul II was
known during the war) was very active in
anti-Nazi underground resistance groups that
consciously opposed the Holocailst.
By the way, the pope who presided over
the Vatican during WWII, and the one who
is frequently accused of turning a blind eye
to the Holocaust, Pope Pius XII, was Italian.
Also in his letter, Saposnik wonders if
some of the opinion writers have even been
PLEASESEE

READER VIEWS ON A14

The Future encourages comments from readers. letters to theeditor should not exceed300 wordsandmust include
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University.of Central Florida

· Parking al\d ·
Transportation
Services ·

;;

Permit Regulations:
A.permit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
• Give directions.

j\

Transportation Services·
UCF offers shuttles to and from off-campus
apartment compJexes including:

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m.- 6 p.m.
· Friday:7:30a.m.-5 p.m.

'

I

·Pegasus Pointe
• Pegasus Landing
·Jefferson Commons
·Village at ·Alafaya Club
• Village at Science Drive
·University House
·Boardwalk

• Research Park
·College Station
.·Arbor Apartments
·Collegiate Village Inn
• Northgate Lakes
• Riverwind
·Tivoli

*Shuttle-operates on class days only, except Saturdays

How to get your parking permit
I

Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

I

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay on line and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
I

,

Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

/J

'

wounded or displaced The sacrifice of more
than 3 million is not enough, Saposnik?

READER VIEWS
FROM A12

to Poland or visited a concentration camp. Sorry
to disappoint, but yes; not only have I been to
Poland, but I was born and raised there. Not
only have I visited a concentration camp, but I
also have a relative who perished in one. He was
neither Jewish, homosexual nor gypsy, so I suppose he falls in the category of "other," as
defined by Saposnik.
Nowhere do the opinions state that the Polish
people are completely innocent of anti-Semitism
or that they are not guilty of isolated acts of violence against the Jews. However, just to make it
clear, more than 3 million non-Jewish Poles died
as a result of WWII, with millions others
·

total burglary/theft arrests for 2003. This is a
problem and something needs to be done about it.
Recently, there has been a wave of car thefts in
- MIKOLAJ WASOWSKI
STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA the UCF area Besides a letter from UCF Police
being sent out to students, I would like to know
more is being done about this problem. After
speaking to the officer who wrote out the report
I have lived in C;;ntr;ltlorida for many years
on my own car burglary, I feel my car is no longer
now. I am familiar with the UCF Police and how
safe in the UCF area
concerned they are about UCF students. I read
1here is no excuse for dozens of cars being
their newsletters and have taken every preventa- .
broken
into in one night in the same student
tive measure to protect myself against crime. Nevapartment complex when officers are supposed to
ertheless, I have been a victim of crime in the
be driving around patrolling the area
UCF area a few times now, and so have many
people I have spoken to about this issue.
- MARIA AMUNATEGUI
In reading the last edition of the UCF Knights
Safety Guide, I noticed more than 200 incidents of
burglary/theft in the 2003 crime statistics UCF.
1he news has recently discussed the debate
Although I don't expect all of these incidents to
over Fox News Channel's political favoritism. I
end with an arrest, I did not expect to see only 27
have concern how little coverage all the 1V net-

Poor rate on bunrlatv arrests

·

The fair and balanced test

BRING IN ANY COMPETITOR'S COUPON OR
AD AND WE'LL HONOR IT PLUS WE'LL GIVE
YOU A FREE OIL CHANGE & FREE $20
GIFT CARD OR YOUR TIRES ARE FREE!
(See store for details)

works are giving to this year's political conventions, but mostly to Fox because the watch-group
Media Matters for America stated that Fox News
came in last, far behind CNN or MSNBC when it
came to time devoted to the Democratic Nationaj
Convention.
The Democratic convention is a prime example of whether Fox is "fair and balanced"
For instance, Fox News showed only the first
45 seconds of Al Gore's speech before Bill O'Reilly
interrupted to attack him. Fox did the same during
speeches by Jimmy Carter and Ted Kennedy.
We'll have to see whether Fox treats the
Republican convention similarly. Either way, those
of us seeking complete and unbiased coverage of
the election will have to change the channel on
Fox.
- JESSICA ROBERTS

UCF GRADUATE STUDENT
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COMPLETE 5-PIECE

FUTON
ENSEMBLE

5-piece group
• Coffee Table
•Two End Tables
• Complete Futon with
Full-Size Mattress

$650~~
Reg. 5 1000

SUPER SPECIAL
WE GOT 'Eltl ALLI

BUNK BED

AS SEEN ON T. V.ll

L1:i~~.P.!~

..,,.

SWEDISH

MATTRE~S t

Same Price As Internet - Better Se.rv1ce.

Waterbeds
~~!~:'r
Soft•side Waterbeds
Large Setect1on
Starting at

Space-Age

AIRBEDs

(

~landand_sky

FeaturililP the quietest
air pump in the industry.

PREMIUM RESTONIC~

INNERSPRIN.GS
~uge sele~t1on

Choose from a
of 1
sleep sets in all sizes and firmness.

HUGE SELECTION

BUNK BEDS

L--~S:::a~le~P-=r;-:ic:--:e=d~!~~.~OPTIONAL Would you believe... ,

6200 EAST COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO - f/iMile East of 436)

· www.tiresway.com

s20000

S. ORLANDO

E. ORLANDO

www.bedroomland.net

5850 S. Orange Blossom Tr.

3220 E. Colonial Dr.

l

The best way for your car

....-c.. (321) 235-5590

gi,:tJF
~~~::;.s
HURRY
~A~K-INaDmAmlliLiiSiiHiiOilWimRllOlrlOllMllSI'"'

~
~

Most cars. not val~ wl har1f oUllr couponsor dfers. Prices per !Xl, semi metalic and ceramic pads, rnport vehi~e or trucksand vans sli!tt~ h~lllr. MV 50009. Limited treadwear warranty, pr«ated re~acement
if mileage not attailed D1spos~ and shop su~~ fees and tax v.il Iii a!Xled to al services. Parts and sh ms eldra nrequired Pootos are f« 1lustraled purposesonly. No carry oots. eiqires 12131/04

Limited
Quantity!

407-851-6828 407-898-1232
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

[f] .•

o'r.~l~
407-830-7100
754 E. Altamonte

Ai&.£

bedroo111
SUPER
land STORES,M
.

(j

·1 ·.
-

@

~

·~

There is life afte~ UCF. Do what you want to do.
UNIVERSITY OF C ENTRAL FLORIDA
CAREER S&fWlC£S &
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

407-823-2361
crc@mail. ucf~edu
Student Resource Center
Building 7G

Career Planning * Career Information Library * Career Counseling *
Online Resources * Alumni Mentoring * Practice Interviews *
·Resume Assistance * On-Camp~s Interviews * Career Fairs and Expos *
Workshops * Internship and Job Listings

{)

,

CSEL Fall 2004 Events
Golden Opportunities Kick-Off

College of Arts & Sciences Career Panel

September 9, 2004

February 8, 2005

Fall 2004 Career Expo

College of Engineering Technical Panel

September 14, 2004

February 22, 2005

Graduate, Law & Professional
Schools Day

College of Arts & Sciences Career
Panel ·

October 20, 2004

March 8, 2005

Senior Day

Majors Fair

October 27, 2004

March 9, 2005

Experiential Education Career
Panel

Externship Orientation March 9, 2005

November 16, 2004

Spring Break Externship Program

Fall Education Fair

March 14-19, 2005

November 18, 2004

Externship Reflection Session

Spring Internship Fair

March 21, 2005

January 25, 2005

Statewide Job Fair

Spring Career Expo

May 12,2005

tJ

For more info visit:
www.crc.ucf.edu

January 26, 2005
\,

•
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

,.

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time

BusinessOpportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Mom's Helper eagerly awaited!
3 children, 7,5,2. PT, flex. hrs/activity.
Exs-monitor meal, bath, homework, play,
read, cuddle, fold laundry. 10-20 hrs./wk.
Apx. $7.50/hr. 3mi. to UCF
Love kids? Let's talk! 407-694-6984.

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events:UCF

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
.
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

3361 Rouse Rd. #200
Orlando, FL 32817

residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong .work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
,New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank email to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com

€enttaf :Jlmba 31rtuii Seminole Chronicle

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as you~ ·sch ed.
changes. Starting $7-7.50
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
. examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

Call Today
407-823-5163

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economicway to be placed in up to 42,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

To Qualify:
• 18 - 65 years of age.
• At least 4 (or more) outbreaks
within the past year.
·
• Willing to make all study
appointments and telephone
contact visits. ·
Benefits:
• Study related medica.1care
and study medication are
provided.
• Qualified Participants receive
compensation for time and
travel.

An upscale Acupuncture
Clinic located in Lake
Mary is looking for a

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs.
12,000 distributed every Friday.

Adult Volunteers are needed for a research study of an approved
medication to study recurrent genital herpes outbreaks.

~

Old Ceil Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m . to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502.

UCF's award-winning newspaper.
15,000 published twice-weekly.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

407-671-7143

Now hiring exp. detallers. Magic
Suds Car Wash. 7050 Alorila Ave.
Winter Park. 407-681-9274. Apply
within and ask for John.

24 supervised training sessions
MRI scans of the upper anns
$125

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

MARKET RESEARCH

Call Donna at

Detailers PfT or FfT

•
-•
•

AD RATES

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Pfr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
*"*www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Receptionist/Or's
Assistant to run the

front office. Excellent in
Customer Service and
organizational skills.
We pay $6 per hour
part-time. Easy lob with .
some studying allowed.
Please call (407) 694-5666
for immediat~ consideration

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

I

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••

,J
"'~
•.:•

~

U.S. AIR FORCE

Do you know what you want
to do ofter graduation?

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives
include:
;

·Up to $15,000 tuition per year
· • $51 O in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orl_
a ndo/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-616-3296.
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training .
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680
Cheerleading instructors to teach
children in Orlando and Winter Park
area, Pfr evenings, must have exp.
teaching c;hildren & have car, great
pay! Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA

.Now Hiring PfT sales/cashier.

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, please
contact Capt Phil Williams;
( 407) 823-124 7 or
phelemon@mail.ucf.edu

Must work some weekday mornings,
will work around school schedule,
salary + commission. Magic Suds
Car Wash 7050 Aloma Ave. Winter
Park. 407-681-9274. Apply within.

Do you want

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 15 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2. Th,e
Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave N.
Call 407-628-8651.

·opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
Investigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking any
medications
• 12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Casual Environment
R~laxed Atmosphere
Convenient Location
Exciting New Positions Available!
Day, Evening, And Weekend shifts
Average Pay $14 Per Hour
Walking Distance To UCF
~

Inbound Customer Service Agents

~

Outbound Sales Agents

· Sell advertising into one of our many publications
Cross sell into other magazines
Renew current ads
Rouse Rd.

For more information call
Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

407-896-0124 ext. 2970
or stop by our office at
3451 Technological Ave #7
Orlando, FL 32817

-

Technolo ical Ave.

Compensation up to $570.00 for time & travel

~ ___
co..,..
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Krispy
· - Kreme

·c:~
::J

Alafaya Tr.

UCF

August 16, 2004 ·• Wrttal '1orlba :JututJ'
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UCF area & Waterford Lks area

The Student Ntwlpapu Serving UCF Smee 1968

NOW HIRING

I

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS
Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and current clients.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission.
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
• enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit. redbul !met.com.

Waterford Lakes
3/2, 5 Mins from UCF, New
waterfront property, $1800/mo.
Call .407-427-0049

~~~

Babysitter needed for 7 month old boy,
Mon & Wed 5 p.m.~ 7:30 p.m. $40/wk
4 miles from UCF. References
necessary, own transportation needed.
Contact 407-737-6826

NOW HIRING

\.Au

" ' ANDO
TO
AUCTION

Home in E. Orlando 3/1 .5
$825/month + $750 sec. dep. Clean, no
pets, w/d hookup, covered patio and
carport. 1o mins from UCFI contact
407-324-8464

WINTER PARK TOWNHOUSE
2 bed, 2.5 bath with fenced in patio, W/D
included, pool, A rated schools, no pets.
$850 includes water.
Contact 407-359-2058

3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
welcome. $1200/mo.Call 407-948-8409.

Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per month all
amenities included. Year long lease."
Avail ASAP. Call Dana 561-312-1498
& leave message.

211.5 Lake Howell townhouse, 2
reserved parking spaces, end unit w/
private entrance, A/C, lake access,
completely remodeled, 775 + util. per
month - water incl. Contact 407-719-5457

212 townhome in Sussex Place. 2 mi.
from UCF. New appliances and carpet.
W/D hookups. Community pool.
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus security.
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381-5105.

'

I

I

..
<(

New townhome in UCF area. 2 bed/2.5
bath, ceiling fans, tile throughout, 2
parking spaces. $775/mo + sec. dep.
year lease. Call 321-536-5430.

...

-e,

2 bed/2 bath duplex unit available
immediately. W/D, Very clean. Across
from UCF. $700/mo. 407-872-6277

UCF Area/Oviedo

>J

I

Suite of furnished rooms for one
w/kitchenette, lounge, lg. private bath,
incl. most util. $600/mo. Call Dr. Greer 1
407-366-2650

I

t

''

GSA Fleet Vehicle Sales
Giving you great value is our goal

Saturday-August 21st-10am
1

~;;
~

.

.

-~

Part Time office help needed for local
insurance agency. Assist with
marketing, data input, & general office
work. Fax resume to John @
407-277-3682
Sales/Mktg/PT
Nat'I Mktg firm seeks outgoing,
$$$ motivated sales people and teams
of people at Orlando Airport.
Ind. Contractors welcome. Call for an
interview today! 888-691-1810
Karate black belt instructors needed
to teach children in Orlando and
Winter Park area. PIT evenings, great
pay! Must have own transportation.
Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA

A1. \)~
-·'

CARS, VANS, SUV'S, PICK-UPS,
HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS and more ...
LARGEST SALE OF YEAR!

General Services
Administration

Preview: Friday
Aug. 20th
8:30am-5:00pm
Fea.tur~:

Gr-ea.t: Select-'l..On1
Chocn.e-{r-o-tw

Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop is looking for friendly,

pop~ make,¥

energetic people to serve ice cream, espresso drinks, and merchandise/

~m.odeWwdv
~For~ Che-v,
V~OU4,Jeep

sell our legenda.ry line of chocolate confections and retail products.

~ m.ore-. Over
L/-0,000 v~cwe..
~~to-the

We have PT positions available for Chocolateers, Fountain Workers,
and Greeters. Perfect opportunity for those looking for supplemental
income! We offer Flexible Hours, Competitive Wages beginning at

- ~,

I

SATURDAY
10AM .

$7/hr, &

FOR RENT:
[~
~ Apartments

ENERGY ORINK

Horse ranch needs barn help PT/AM
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
and honest. Clean facility. Close to UCF.
If you enjoy working with horses call
407-366-4834.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 407-447-4555
or EMAIL: brian@UCFnews.com

Newly remodeled spacious 4/2 home.
Large screen porch. 2 car garage. W/D.
1 mile from UCF. A rated schools.
$1,500/mo. 407-625-0238.

~Homes

~FOR SALE:
~ Automotive

(entral 3f=loriba .:future
DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
MONDAY AND THURSDAY MORNING
OR EARLY AFTERNOON AVAILABILITY

Must see 2,650 sq ft. 4 bed, 2.5 bath, 3
car gar in quiet, gated comm, jacuzzi, big
porch facing huge pond. 5 mins from
UCF. TV & Internet cable ready.
Call 407-697-1989 or www.etigo.com/ads

RedBulr

Child care position avail. caring for 15
month old approx. 10-12 hrs/wk Monpm-3pm, Wed. Sam-noon, Fri.-8am-1pm.
Exp/ref necessary. Own trans. Call
407-678-8375 or email
Rachaelblue@yahoo.com for more info.

IThe Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968I

5 homes. 3 .o r 4 BRs, all in great
condition! One waterfront, one pool,
All have community rec & great schs.
$800-$1450. C21 RE Pros 407-592-9221.

~FOR RENT:

<

Partial lnventory:1999-2002's
some trucks 1997's & 1998's
OLDS ALERO, DODGE
STRATUS, BREEZE, CHE~
MALIBU, FORD TAURUS,
CONTOURS, °CROWN VICS,
CARAVANS, AEROSTARS,
CHEROKEES, EXPEDITIONS,
S-10 PICK-UPS, FORD PICKUPS, DODGE PICK-UPS, HD
PICK-UPS, PASSENGER VANS,
& MISC. VEHICLES

ubl,u:;,~ ye.a.Y.

~~~~~~====3

a Fun Atmosphere!

If you love to work with ~he public, have a passion for chocolate and
a love of ice cream, th<;n this is the place for you!

Apply in Person
Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop
1710 E. Buena Vista Dr.
Disney Marketplace
Lake Buena Vista, _Fl 32830
hrcorp@ghirardelli.lindr.com

Customer Service rep. wanted.
Motivated, energetic, quick learning ·
individual needed to help service
insurance book of business. Licensed
and unlicensed individuals may apply.
call 407-275-8779 or fax 407-275-8284

Civil Engineer

No phone calls plea.se

GHIRARDELLI.
CHOCOLATE

Visit us onlioe at www.ghirardelli.com
Ghimddli is an EOE

Position avail. for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl.: drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates at 407-740-7900.

Nanny Wanted
r,oom, board, salary, close to UCF
big house, 2 kids, M·F,
3:30-6:00++ car & ref. a must.
dflorence@cjw-assoc.com
407-366-6522

"'UCF
CAREER
SERVJCES&
EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

UCF Career Services & Experiential Learning
needs responsible and professional students to ,
volunteer their time to help in the planning,
registration and setup process of Career Expos

/

FeCltUYL-V\..g OVeY 1-00 Top

5 vvcp Lo

Volunteer For A Clinical Research Study To
Evaluate An lnvestigational Medicine

Volunteer Hours
v' Interact with employers from many of the top
companies in the United States.

Come Sign up at UCF Career Ser\/ices &
Experiential Learning. We are located in
the Student Resource Center across from
the Marketplace Dining Hall.

Call today for more information: (407) 240~7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Ave. - Orlando-FL 32809
www.ocrc.net
·™Pool Table. ™High Speed Internet Access TM Satellite TV
·™Cable TV in all rooms TMVCRs TM DVD players

I

II

Tel: 407-823-2361 • www.crc.ucf.edu
manoff@mail.ucf.edu • .egould@mail.ucf.edu
.___________,____________________________. .._____________________
1'_____.______...,u
l

)
'

tJ eYS.

v' Receive

To Qualify:
• 18 - 55 years of age.
• Non Smokers
• Not taking any prescription
medicines
• Able to stay in research dorm
for 3 days/2 nights on four
separate occasions and
return for 23 out patient visits
• Compensation up to $2,500.00
for tim~ and travel

~

1)
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2 rooms avail in 3/2 home 8 mins: from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-2n-0259.

Master bedroom w/ private bathroom
Walk in closet. 2/2, top floor, furn apt.
Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 util. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com

Roommates Wanted!
1 or 2 M/F roommates needed in a 3/3
apartment next to UCF. Furnished living
room, clubhouse, movie center,' tennis
and basketball courts. Inexpensive rent.
Call Lindsay at 407-810-6261

Roommate needed for furnished house
with pool 8 min. from UCF.
Close to 408/Waterford Lakes. W/D incl.
Quiet Atmosphere. $450/ Month +
1/3 Util. Call Vicky at 321-287-7278
or vicloria_bsas@yahoo.com.

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

College Park 2nd floor duplex, 1/1 .
hardwood floors, wall-to-wall, central A/C
& laundry incl. $625 + util per month.
Avail. immediately. Contact 407-719-5457

Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. F
pref. All util. Incl. $600/mo. Call
Nikki @ 561-212-6291.

Clean 212 upstairs condo in Hunters
- Reserve, 2 mins. from UCF. Water,
sewage, ceiling fans, w/d and basic
appliances included. $780/month
Contact 321 -297-6861

~

Front Studio, own entrance, new, near
UCF Rouse/Colonial. $500 w/util. and
pest. Call 407-810-1895 Iv. msg.
Preferably a student or lady who works.

Graduate student looking for school
oriented F roommate to share' 2 story
home starting ASAP. Incl office/study,
huge kitchen, fenced in yard, & 2 1/2
bath. fully furn except bedrm. $475/mo +
1/2 util. Please call 407-620-9772

..

Spacious room avail. in 212 furnished
home. Room comes with bed only.
$425/mo. incl. water and electric.
UCF area. Pets welcome!
Call 407-382-2097 ask for Chandler.
1 room avail. in spacious 3/2 home, 2.5
mi from UCF, $450/mo + 1/3 utilities:
Call 407-921 -3867
2 rrns avail for females in spacious 4/2.5
house. $460/mo all includ + internet &
. cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
Seeking roommate for 4/2 house, private
room including half office and bath.
Large yard 2 car garage, furnished, W/D,
storage. $450/mnth + 1/3 util. Contact
321-246-3049
Non-smoking male wanted for brand new
312 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420
1 room avail in 3/2 house, avail 9/1/04.
20 mins from UCF. $400/mo + 1/3 util.
Located on golf course, fireplace, lawn
service, pool and tennis court access.
Please call Chris 407-702-5359
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
.House furn:, bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127.

•

2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethernet. Brand·
new home less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
Call 239-841-6600.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In

new 3 bdrm home on lake; gated
comm, 6 mlns from UCF, $475/mo
Incl. util, nls, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

Very spacious & completely
remodeled 212 with new carpet,
$650/mon. 1 min from UCF. W/D
includ. Contact Brian @ 407-595-6752
Available Immediately!

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205

2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282·4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.

212 available in Heather Glen. M/F. Avail.
end of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ iireplace. Pets allowed. 2 mi.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
renewal. Call Alisha at 954-993-3674.

1 room In 3/2 house avail. 5 min•
from UCF. No pets. Furnished. Rent
lncls. utll. phone, DSL, satellite, W/D,
and alarm system. Available
Immediately. Call 407-282-6250.

Seeking male for 2 story loft @ Jefferson
Lofts. 1bd shared bath, $500/month all
utilities included, extended cable
w/8 HBO's, high speed internet access
Avail 8/18/04 contact 407-617-8484

Seeking 2 M roommates for 2400 sq.ft.
4/2 home w/pool in Carillon.1/2 mile from
UCF! 2 car garage, internet, cable, newly
remodeled. $450/month all included. Call
Adam 321-356-9303

LOOK

Knights Landing seeking female to share
212 with prVt. fenced-in back yard for
eight mo. lease. 1 mile from UCF.
$380/month + elec. cable included.
Contact Valerie @941-730-5912

Roommate to share clean, private Winter
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF.
$495/month includes 2 bedrooms with
private bath, utilities, garage,
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No
pets. Available now. Call 407-869-8160.

Seeking female for 111 in Pegasus
Landing. All utilities included, ethernet,
cable, pool, activity center, $480 month.
Contact 407-362-4658

FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE ·
Rm In U-House all utilities incl., pool,
computer center, activity center, &
car port Incl. $449/mo. avail. immed.
Near UCF. Call 407-341-0504

•

Bill#

I

BEDS!ll
King, queen, full; mattresses and box
springs, very good condition.
$125 king, $100 queen, $75 full.
Contact 407-616-9575.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/p,layers, Digital cameras etc.
*****..WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM*•••••••

Seeking Female for beautiful 3/2
$425/month include DSL, Cable, and
utilities. Available immediately. Contact
ask for Jen 407-273-6538 or
954-695-4904

27
32
35

51

55
59

Call Angela (407) 620-4727
Interested in 50% savings on
hospitalizations, doctor and dentist visits,
eyeglasses or hearing aids? Or want to
help others get those savings and get
paid for it? Call 407-321-9386 for more
info.
Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

Rooms available in newly remodeled
spacious 4/2 home. Large screen porch.
2 car garage. W/D. 1 mile from UCF.
$375/mo. +utilities. 407-625-0238.
Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 112 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV in every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished llvlng
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mol Call James
at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

ACROSS
1 Kind of pit
4 Test answer
9 Guest towel word
13 Ricardo's rah-rahs.
15 Heavenly hunter
16 One of a Latin trio
17 Well-heeled
18 Sag~
19 Be aware of
20 With 49 Across,
circle Big Ben on
blades?
23 Semi-comatose
25 Female ruff
26 Moray
27 Benders
28 Orel's river
30 Deflect a sabre
32 Bolt down
33 Oklahoma city
34 Talent for tones
35 Eatery known for its
stale pastry?
42 French friend
43 Branch
44 Falstaff's friend
45 Skin: prefix
• 48 Sched. guess

By Ch.lrlH Pfffton

49 See 20 Across
51 Before, to bards
52 Ecru, to you
54
middlin '
55 Groovy gems?
59 Inspiration
60 Chilean export
6 1 Simon
·
64 Repudiate
65 Concerning
66 Kind of jerk
67 This: Sp.
68 Feel
69 Send, in a way

DOWN
1 Craggy peak
2 The Greatest
3 Pursue a hobby, e.g.
4 Seward's
5 Zone
6 Jim Carey film role
7 State of Mexico
8 Follow
9 Applause
10 Actor, at times .
11 Quite
12 Hard, cold or grey
14 Smithy, at times

21 CD predecessors
22 Tibet's neighbor
23 Cancel a dele
24 Wife of Jacob
28 Eccentric
29 Goldsmith's unit
31 Shot put path
33 Jackie's man
34 It may be slippery
36 See 10 Down
37 Cremona craftsman
38 . .. man
mouse?
39
another color
40 Datum
41 Nevada city
45 Disparage
46 Wears down
47 Modem
48 Turbine
49 Ax: sl.
50 Property claims
53 Magnani, et al.
54 Strength
56 Comic Danny
57 Tommy's tommy
gun
58 Scale leaders
62 Lupino
63 Derelict

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 8/23

Tired of being entertained in church?

'Reformation
U19lS

Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
is lo.oking for men to start a new Chapter.
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is North
America's oldest and largest, historically
Jewish fraternity. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood, email :.
zbt@zbtnational.org or call 800-431-9675

Or thodox Presbyt erian Church
w.vw.refopc.org • 407-657-8926 • Downtown Oviedo

Furniture Sale
W/D ($200 ea. barely used), desk ($50),
entertainment center ($50), kitchen table
set ($50), chair ($100). Contact Jen at
407-695-3668 or 352-514-1427.
Quick Sale! 42" HDTV-Toshiba-$900.00.
New white Samsung microwave-$50.00.
Pair of light green curtains-$6.00.
Wall pot holder-$34.00. Dining table with
4 chairs-$65.00 *Prices are flexible*
Call: 407-625-2897.
Furniture for Salel
Robb and Stuckie sectional couch, incl.
queen sleeper sofa, 2 recliners +
coordinating wall rug, & lamps. MUST
SELL- $500. 407-275-7674
MOVING SALE!l!I 5 pc. wood bed set w/
Queen-$400, wood dining table w/ 4
chairs-$200, 3 pc. glass coffee table
set-$100. Or Best Offer. All must goll!
Call Jamie at 561-866-6085 .

Organization Naine

Purpose

Amount

Senate Working Fund

j

I

:

FA036-54
FA036-55
FA036-56
0836-57
SB36-56.

I

•

Stdt.. Assoc. of School Psychologists (SASP)
SPR
United Nations Assn-UCF
Stdt. Assoe. of School Psychologistk (SASP.)
SGA-Senate

welcome reception
Snt. Meet & greet
knight conf.,
Office supplies
Sn t. Meeting
Tol!ll Sen~te Working Fund

$ 115.90
$500.00
$576.25
$42.72
$886.73
$2,121.60

RegistratiOn

'

i
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Q: What do

~

lli;)~

and J/fh lhDRRISDn
have in common?

Student Government Senate Allocations

I'

•

312 Manufactured home. 1700 sq. ft.
Appliances incl. Nice community w/
club house and 2 pools. Close to
colleges and shopping. Newly
remodeled. Call 407-568-9145 or
407-466-8346.

Desk with built-in shelves and
3 drawers. Light wood. 30" wide x 76"
tall. Narrow unit; Great for Students! $75
OBO. Waterford area. 407-380·3983.

7/1/04 to. 7/31/04

•

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at
no chargel Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

FOR SALE:
I~
~General

Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
util. incl. Fast access DSL Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.

Female needed, clean, responsible, NS,
for 3/2 apt.'in River Park. $400/mo. +
util. Move in Aug 27th. 727-784-0257

12

67

House I Apartment Cleaning

fees!! Room avail. i'n 4/4 @ Pegasus
Landing. 1yr lease. Incl. everything.
Shuttle to UCF. Fully furn., util. incl.
Save money wino deposit fees! Move
In today!ll Call ASAP 30S-n3-2522
or 407-362-2467.

2 Roommates needed for house 5
mins. from UCF. 2 car garage,
$350/mo. + 1/3 util. NO LEASE!
407-716-8978

1 rm avail for $275/mo. plus util. for F to
share with females in .4/2 home near
UCF. Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. No
Smoking, no pets please. ·
Call 407-319-3751 .

1999 Aprilia Scarabeo Scooter. In great
shape, 5200 mi. Just tuned upl Perfect
for commuting to campus. Goes 40 MPH
$1000. Cherry Red w/ New Black Seat.
Rob 407-365-1009. Winter Springs area.

Aug. Rent is free & No Deposit

UCF area - 10 r:nins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243~263p .

2 roommates wanted to live in brand new
4/3 house 5 min. from UCF. Large back
yard and in-ground jacuzzi. $500/mo,
all util. incl. Call Travis at 941-685-3954.

GREAT DEAL!!!
Saturn. '94. Low mileage. 78,000 mi. Dark
Brown color. Good condition. $2,500 or
best offer. Call 386-848-5215 afternoon
or evenings only.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available .
$20 per session or"a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

Looking for F to share 212 apartment, at
Pine Harbor Apartments, between Dean
& Rouse near 408, $405/mo + 1/2 util.
Call Tanya@ 407-925-2307

UCF AREA-Female to share furnished
312 house with female $600/mo
utll. icl. cable, pool, office. Serious
student or professional only. Call
ASAP 321-2n-3851.

2000 Kia Sportage
Dark green, ice cold A/C, power
windows, cruise control, 97,000 miles,
asking $5990 will negotiate. Contact
James @407-509-5826 -orLucy @ 407-468-7456

F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAPI
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.

Room avail. .for responsible and clean
female in 3/2 home. Quiet area at
University and Suntree. 5 min. from UCF.
$475/mo incl. all util. No pets, N/S.
Call Ashley at 321-377-0808.

· Two Minutes to UCF. Behind Pegasus
Landing in River Chase. Falf out of bed
into classl Huge home w't 3 bedrooms to
rent. Don't wait, call now for your room!
Ask for Jason, 239-633-4216

11

~ FOR SALE:
I~
Automotive

Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and first
month paidlll $455/mo. all util. incl. Call
904-996-8756.

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + split
util. Call 407-619-5642

Seeking responsible non-smoking .
female. 4/2 .home in Stoneybrook, on golf
course, cherry wood bedroom set, prvt.
bath, TV, cable, internet. full commun.
amenities. $525/all included. 10 mins.
from UCF. Contact 407-482-01 14.

10
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3 leases avail. in Pegasus Land.
2·>$480, 1->$490/mooth all
Included. lmmed. avail. f only, for
more Info call Leticia 407-362-4323,
Leilani 850-829-1403

Rooms available in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $500/month includes rent, utilities,
internet, cable and furn. if needed. Avail.
August 1. Contact Matt @ 954-445-4188.-

M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. W/D & full
kitchen. Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo.
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com.

6 Drawer Wicker dresser with matching
desk and bench. $100 OBO. Waterford
area. Call 407-380-3983

3

G36-140

Nat'f Association o:fBlackAcountants, Inc

Student conference

$802.28

036-141

Am. Vaccum'.Assoc. (AVS)

int'! symposium

$1, 000.00

G36-"142

Computer Combat Simulati on Club

development conference

$500.'(JO

036-145

Am Soci~ty of Metals

engineering int'! conf.

$880.00

I

!36-118

W eiyaoZou

adaptive optics

$250.00

I

136-125

Victoria Kerensky (SMPS)

:Nat' ! conference

136-126

Joachim Meier

nonlinear optii;s research

$250.0Q
$250.00

136-127

&obert lwanow

nonlinear optics research

$250.00

A: They both

donate plasma at

DCI Biologicals

Orlando!

,

136-l28

Jaap d,e Vries

propulsion,conf.

$250.00

'

136-129

Jpel M.. Hall

propu,lsion qonf.

$250.00

136-135

Fred Gruber

* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is

I

Winter Simulation conf.

$220.00

dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

136-\36

Jeremiah Brown

SPIE conference

$200.00

136-137

Mauro Antoniazzi

productivity school

$250,00

136-138

Weeya L . Baysah

MFOschool

$250.00

136-139

Deepen Mohanlal

MFOschocil

$250.00

136-1~3

YaelaDahan

Ergonomics 48th me.e tlng

$120.00

136-144

Nicole Berge

intercontinental symposium

$250.00

136-146

Michael E . Iriarte

MFOschool

$250.00
$250.00

1

i
t '

;

Iii

~

•

136-147

Gergana Markova

management meeting ·

SB36"78

Nat'! Association of Black Acountants, Inc

33rd annual convention

$1,800.00

SB36-81

Muslim Student's Assn

Annual Islamic Conf.

$1 ,800.00
$.11750.00

SB36-83

Quotes

public relatil)ns conf.

SB36-85

PSI-DOCS

APA Nat'I annual mtg.

SB36-95

Greek Council

OHB event

$2,500.00

Total ltegistratioo

$15, 772.28

Fund"' by the Activity •nd Smlu Feo th•o,.b th• Stvdeot

Go"'m~nt

$1,200.00

AMo<i•llon

Earn S180I month donating
your Iiie-saving plasma·.
DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
{Across the street from Racetroc)

·321-235-9100

opportuni~y

•

Paid undergraduate research

•
•

Faculty/Student Teams
Workshops, Conferences, Showcase

Application Deadline: September 4
RAMP _

RAMP-UP

Students inust:
Students must:
-apply with a faculty mentor
-apply with a faculty mentor
-be of junior-standing ( 60-90 hours)
-be of junior-standing (60-90 hours)
-have a 3.0 GPA
-have a 3.0 GPA
-be in good standing with the university
-be in good standi;ng with the university
-demonstrate one or more criteria of populations
-agree to participate fully in program.
traditionally ll;nderrepresented in graduate school: ·
-minority racial status
-financial need
-first ie their famil\y fa attend eoHe~e
-agte€ to partilcipat€ fully mp'rQgram

•/

For information and application:
Dr. Joseph Green, jgreen@mail.ucf.edu or 407-823-1818
Classroom 1, Room 302
.Application online at www.undergraduatestudies.ucf.edu

START NOW

The prestigious Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is designed to help students get into graduate school and succeed.
If you meet the qualifications, you may be one of the students selected as a McNair S~holar at UCF, so apply NOW.

====~(

)~====

--~~~~~~~....___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

• Enrolled full time as a UCF student with a minimum 3.0 GPA
·US citizen or permanent US residency status
• Completion of 60 - 90 credit h_o urs
·A serious interest in pursuing graduate study leading to the Ph. D.
·Qualify as first-generation college student with financial need

and/or
• Member of group that is underrepresented in graduate education
'
.
(African American, Hispanic American, Native American, Alaskan Native)

ALL
JUNIORS

·Speakers!
·Social events!

-. Faculty mentors!
• Statewide networking!

. • Workshops to prepare you for doctoral studies
·• Earn a $2,800 stipend for summer research experience
• Free summer course in research methodology
• Workshops to get you into the graduate program of your choice
·Teaching classes to prepare you for being a GTA (Graduate Teaching Assistant)
• Trip to national McNair conference
·
• Graduat~ admis_:>ion fee ~aivers from participating institutions

.

w .vw.t.:ndergracfua sstudies.u~1 edu/mcnai"/a,.omE: h"r1I

To apply, go to: and select McNair Scholars Program from the menu, or
_

call the McNair Scholars ~ogram at

On campus, come by the McNair office in the Classroom
Bldg. 1 Rm. 302 or e-mail us at 'v1cNair@mail.ucf.edu, .
and we'll send you an application.

07-8 - 8
=====;======.:==:::::......::=======-=====

,,

